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Abstract: It is widely known that road accidents in India are a major cause of death, as also they are one of the fundamental causes of 

damage caused to property, especially in urban areas. The irony is that the urban areas, though expected to be developed, see an 

augmented number of transportation problems like a higher traffic count than the length and breadth of the roads. This study is about 

the Prediction of a road accidents which will help us to analyze the future accident that is going to happen and according to that we take 

a precautionary measure. Traffic count data is a crucial component of the transport project selection phase since traffic count statistics 

can help officials define transport project needs. A count of traffic is the number of vehicles or foot traffic that is carried out along a 

particular road, road or intersection. It can be a manual as well as an automated procedure. While a traffic count is important to carry 

out construction activities, it is also important from the point of view of accident control. Management of road accidents is facilitated if 

the traffic count is known. In earlier days people were using NH33 for the movement between Ranchi and Tata but nowadays people 

are using Tata Ranchi state highway due to the worst road condition on NH33. Due to this people are forced to use Tata Ranchi state 

highway and its creates jam-like condition. 

Index Terms - road accident, traffic count, NH33 

1) INTRODUCTION 

One of the main objectives of traffic study is to provide safe traffic movement. Road accidents cannot be prevented but they can be 

reduced considerably by suitable traffic study so it is essential to analyses every individual accident and maintain zone-wise accident 

records. 

Types of road accident  

a) Moving vehicle collides with parked vehicles. 

b) Two vehicles approaching from different direction collides with an intersection. 

c) Head on collision 

d) Moving vehicles collides with an object. 

Thus it becomes important for us to predict future road accident, so that we could take precautionary measure. 

Traffic Data Collection is a necessary prerequisite for road transportation. Traffic data is an integral part of the national economy and 

this knowledge is essential to the development of a rational transport policy for both the government and the private sector for the 

movement of passengers and goods. Traffic Volume checks the total number of vehicles through the road over a length of time. 

It is typically represented in terms of Passenger Car Unit (PCU) and calculated to quantify the Road Service Level and relevant 

characteristics such as congestion, load capacity, V / C Ratio, peak hour detection or extended peak hour, etc. Traffic volume count or 

TVC is generally conducted as part of transport surveys, TVC may be graded or unclassified. 

The purposes of the classified traffic volume count are:  

 To draw inferences based on the data collected.  

 Provide alternative approaches and recommendations for change to the defined problem.  

 The tasks addressed include the description of the daily movement of vehicles and the peak hour, the assessment of the 

quality of operation and the analysis of the modal configuration of the various road hierarchies. 

Common patterns that can be observed in traffic flow are hourly and weekly as follows: 

 Typical hourly patterns of flow of traffic, especially in urban areas, usually show a number of distinctive highs. Point in the 

morning accompanied by a lean flow to another high in the middle of the day, during which there could be a new height in 
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the late evening. The spike in the morning is often sharper, reaching the peak over short period of time and immediately 

falling to its lowest point. 

 The volume of traffic typically ranges each week. Traffic during business days (Monday to Friday) may not vary 

significantly, but the amount of traffic during the weekend is likely to vary from working days on different types of roads as 

well as in multiple directions. 

Traffic Volume Survey is an important component of city planning, especially for city planners. This includes taking into account the 

vehicles passing through the survey station. Along with the traffic count, it is also important to study the noise pollution caused during 

the peak hours. To construct urban areas free from noise pollution and most livable cities for all the citizens, these analyses play a 

pivotal role. 

The study of Classified Traffic Volume Count is intended to understand the factors that form the basis of: 

 Efficiency of the current road transportation system 

 Traffic distribution 

 Measuring the proneness of the roads to accidents  

On the basis of the conclusion derived regarding the above three factors, the widening of roads is carried out. The dimensions of the 

road can be a major reason why accidents take place.  

Analysis has proved that road accidents are a major cause of the untimely death of the people of India and most road accidents take 

place during bad weather conditions or during the working hours. It is a clear indication of the fact that a Traffic Count is required as 

much as the traffic distribution is important to be noted.  

The awareness of the Traffic Count and noise pollution will allow city planning to take place constructively and the cities can be turned 

‘smarter’. 

2) REVIEW OF LIETRATURE 

a) Zheng, P., & Mike, M. (2012) suggested that most applications of manual counts require small samples of data at any given 

location. Manual counts are rarely used when the effort and expense of automated equipment are not justified. Manual counts are 

necessary when automated equipment is not available. Manual checks are commonly utilized for time of not exactly a day. Typical 

spans for a manual check are 5, 10, or 15 minutes. Traffic checks during a busy time of Monday morning and Friday evening times of 

heavy traffic shows extraordinarily high volumes and aren’t  typically utilized in investigation.(1) 

b) Ghermandi, G., Fabbi, S., Bigi, A suggested that the automatic count method provides a means for gathering large amounts of 

traffic data. Automatic counts are usually taken in 1-hour intervals for each 24-hour period. The counts extend for a week, month, or 

year. When the counts are recorded for each 24-hour time, the peak flow period can be identified. (2) 

c) Belova, O. V., & Vulf, M. D investigated that Pneumatic road tube sensors stretching across streets around the city and when your 

vehicle travels over these small rubber tubes so what the road tubes are doing is they're collecting the number of vehicles that are 

crossing over them and they're doing that by puffs of air that are is forced through the road tube into the counter and the counter records 

that puff of air and then the software translates that into actual vehicles crossing the tube. 

d) Han, J.-H., & Han, S.-J. Video image detection (VID) - The traffic parameters are collected by frame-by-frame analysis of video 

images captured by roadside cameras. The following parameters are collected: Depending on the processing methodology almost all 

traffic parameters are captured from video analysis. Simple video systems often collect flow volume and occupancy. More complex 

systems allow the extraction of further parameters. (4) 

e) S minu , R S lija observed that there is huge traffic occur in certain part of Chennai due to which traffic jam and conjunction occurred 

and it’s became very difficult during peak hrs. So they conducted a questionnaire survey about the traffic and observed the peak hour’s 

flow of traffic. After this they suggested a flyover in order to reduce this problem and with proper dimensions of flyover. The suggested 

flyover is on the basis of peak hrs flow. (5)  

f) Al faruki Ahmed focus on the fact that the harmful effects of road construction and we need to consider the impact of road 

construction on wild life. Al faruki conducted survey in which he divided the area in 5 corridor. Data collected mph was on the basis of 

local people observation and also result found during survey. Al faruki compare the result on the basis of death of snake due to accident 

and by human kill. It was found that majority death of snake was due to road accident. (6)  

g) Kausik G conducted a survey at survey between Balwa to mansa highway because of high conjunction issue are occurring. Kausik 

g conducted a traffic volume survey to know if there is any issue in planning or design. Result obtained from traffic volume survey was 

compared to IRC reccommdation and it was found that there is no issue in Design of road and planning process. Kausik G also conducted 

parking survey to know if problem is on parking system. After the result they found that main issue was in parking system. kausik g 

also stated that we need to improve. 
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3) RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1) Excel procedure to find correlation  

a) If we want to find correlation in excel as in manual techniques it is very difficult to find. In excel we 1st type all the data like Total 

no of road accident in number, no of person killed and person injured. 

b) We are using a formula that is (=CORREL) as a function. Then excel asked 2 functions so just provide 2 data set among which i 

want to find correlation like Correlation between CORRELATION BETWEEN NO ROAD ACCIDENT AND PERSON KILLED. 

c) If sing is (+) then means relationship is positive that mean if ROAD ACCIDENT then PERSON KILLED also increase same in 

2nd case. 

d)  In magnitude value has ranged between -1 to +1 because it is a relative measure and if close to 1 high magnitude. 

e) At last plot a graph using scatter and also equation of the graph using trend line function. 

3.2) Excel procedure for regression  

a) Regression analysis uses correlation and according to it they make an equation between dependent variable and independent 

variable.  

b) Whichever data set prediction we want to take it as a dependent variable. And denotes it as (y) and independent variable denote it 

as (x).  

c) Expected cases = A+B×dayswhere a is intersect   

d) 1st I have to find intercept, so we are using formula =INTERCEPT and in intercept they asked for now Ys then know Xs where y is 

dependent variable.  

f) Similarly for slope we use function as =SLOPE and same as we have done in case of intercept (provide know Ys and Know Xs) 

3.3) Traffic volume count 

By using camera we are going to collect all the traffic in the morning rush hours (8.15 am to 11 am) and evening rush hours (3.30 – 7 

pm) From the Recorded video we will count the total traffic. We will make a table to analyze traffic in excel. From IRC 106 we will 

take pcu value and calculate the traffic according to pcu factor. From the result, we will find peak hour traffic and peak 15 min traffic 

Peak 15 min traffic is calculated by using formulae  

 Peak factor = (total hourly volume) / [(peak 15-minute volume within the hour x 4)] 

Where, V = peak-hour volume (vph), V15 = volume during the peak 15 minutes of flow  

At last, we will make a vehicle composition chart to analyze the type of vehicle used mostly. (8) 

3.4) Spot method analysis 

• In this method, we 2 surveyor are standing at the distance of 50 m to note down reading 

• Surveyor 1 will be standing at the starting point and see the vehicle which passes them and inform to second surveyor who is 

standing at last point of 50 m distance  

• When surveyor1 raises their hand which mean vehicle has just past them. 

• At that particular point when surveyor 1 raise their hand surveyor surveyor 2 starts stop watch. 

• Moment at which that particular vehicles pass them surveyor 2 stop watch and note down total time  

• By using speed , distance time relation we will find out the velocity 

• This is to be done for truck car and bike with sample size 100 each 

• By using irc method we will find 98th 85th 15th percentile speed. 
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4) RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

4.1) CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

 

                 

                      Table 1                                                                                                         chart 2  

CORRELAYION BETWEEN NO ROAD ACCIDENT AND PERSON KILLED  

CORRELATION VALUE - 0.946796 

MAGNITUDE - 0.948626(high) 

SIGN -              + (Which means it is directly proportional) 

CORRELAYION BETWEEN NO ROAD ACCIDENT AND PERSON INJURED 

CORRELATION VALUE - 0.977799 

MAGNITUDE - 0.972530444 (high) 

 

4.2)  REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

        
                                          Table 2                                                                                                          Table 3 
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INTERCEPT -15095742.25 -8170358.753 -17577489.51 

SLOPE 7746.582016 4127.511858 8990.328063 

Dependent variable ( value that we want to find or prediction) 

here dependent variable is  no of accident, no of person killed, 

person injury and Independent variable is year 

so,expected confirmed cases = a+b*year 

 where a = intercept,  b = slope 
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4.3) TRAFFIC COUNT (RANCHI TATA SH) – This is done to analyze the traffic flow at SH, so that we can do a compratitive analysis. 

 

                                                                                     Table 4 

 

                                                                               Table 5 

a) Likewise, entire week traffic has been calculated and it was observed that peak hour traffic is at 8th feb Monday 6pm to 7pm 

and peak 15 minute traffic is 6.15.  

b) Level of service is very high as per IRC and it is suggested to construct or renowned NH33 because all the traffic coming 

from Kolkata is diverging SH, hence this traffic is also creates a jam condition at city Centre.  
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4.4) SPOT SPEED AT NH33 

This method has done to compare speed of different mode of transport with design speed that should be there for highway  

 

4.4.1) CAR/ VAN/JEEP 

SPEED 

RANGE 

AVG SPEED  NO OF 

VEHICLES 

% VEHICLE  CUM 

FREQUENCY 

0 -10 5 0 0 0 

10 -20 15 23 23 23 

20 - 30 25 67 67 100 

30 - 40 35 0 0 100 

 TOTAL 100   

 Same method has been done for trucks and speed is very less, hence it is due to the worst traffic condition. 

 As per irc speed at NH should be between 80- 100 but at present road condition 85th percentile speed which also a design 

speed is only 23.05 kmph (9) 

5)  CONCLUSION 

 I would like to conclude by mention that the traffic condition at NH33 is very bad due to poor road condition. 

 Due to poor road condition of NH33 it lead to increase traffic flow, hence at the peak flow it create a jam-like condition 

during peak hours in SH. 

 It was observed that land width is adequate quantity so there is an issue of land at NH33. 

 It is suggested to construct or renovate NH33 because it leads SH jam.  
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BY INTERPOLATION 

98% SPEED IS 24.39 

15 % SPEED IS 13.18 

85 % SPEED IS 23.05 

50 % IS 21.14 
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